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  09:00 

Registration and Welcome 

David is part of the senior leadership team at subsea strategy support specialists, Archer 

Knight Limited based in Aberdeen. His role oversees the company’s business acquisition, 

market intelligence, software development and PR & marketing functions. Previously he 

worked for almost 10 years at Bibby Offshore most recently holding the position of General 

Manager: Global Business Development. David has a BA (Hons) from the Robert Gordon 

University in Law & Management and also studied film in New York at the IFINY. He lives in 

the country near Kintore, Aberdeenshire. 

 

 

 

   

   Market and Industry Perspective 

 

09:30 

Weathering the Storm – Two Years On 

The offshore market has suffered immensely over the past 24 months as a result of the fall 

in the price of oil. The stability and gentle upwards trajectory in the oil price over the first 

half of 2016 does give some glimmers of hope. The ROV market is still in for short term pain 

though has excellent longer term prospects. Unconventionals, including deep and ultra-

deepwater reserves will become increasingly important as the oil price rebounds due to a 

period of underinvestment. These fields will require a large input from ROV operators – the 

future for the ROV industry is bright but for individual companies this requires weathering 

the current period of uncertainty. 

Kieran joined Infield Systems in August 2012 and since then has developed the ROV market 

modelling tools within Infield alongside a wide variety of work on the transaction and vessel 

markets. 

  

 10:00 

Customer’s Perspective 

Delivering ROV IRM and construction scopes is proving increasingly difficult and challenging 

for operators. The requirement for innovative and cost saving technology using remote 

methods has never been greater than in the current economic climate. The presentation 

explores the need for different approaches in technology and utilising ROVs and other 

Autonomous vehicles, with innovative solutions. 

Albert Williams is the Technical Authority for ROV Operations and Remote intervention for 

Shell U.K. Limited, Aberdeen. He has worked for Shell since 2004, running ROV Operations 

and Contracts for the Underwater Operations Group. He has previously worked for 10 years 

at Subsea 7 and has been involved in designing and building of ROVs, AUVs and Intervention 

tooling with extensive Mechanical Engineering experience in Subsea Construction and IRM 

projects, using Remote Technology. 

Kieran O'Brien 
Energy Researcher 
Infield Systems Ltd  

Albert Williams 
Shell Ltd 

David Sheret                
Director                           
Archer Knight 

 



 10:30 

ROV Engineering and Operations 

ROV Operations in today’s depressed market can be both challenging and rewarding 

depending on your particular perspective or persuasion.  When required to engineer 

solutions however, the challenge becomes even more rewarding and this presentation will 

discuss various aspects of operations and solutions to allow a synergetic working 

relationship with the client(s). 

Began as a Marine Engineering Officer with Cunard in 1970 and in 1981 I decided to look at 

an alternative career and entered the exciting world of Underwater Technology, where I have 

been ever since.  Over the years I have worked as an engineer, a manager, a director and 

consultant to most of the Underwater Contractors and some of the Operators.  Since 2005 I 

have been at Fugro Subsea where my current title is Subsea Robotic Technology Design and 

Development Manager. 

 

11:00 

Break 

 

  

Vehicle Developments  

 

 11:30 

 Autonomous Inspection Vehicle – TBD 

One of the key targets in developing the AIV was to remove 

restrictions that can limit the value of conventional AUV 

technology such as high vessel dependency and weather 

sensitive launch operations. AIV overcomes these challenges by 

using a dedicated launch and recovery basket that can be 

deployed in a number of ways to the seabed. AIV autonomously 

docks into this subsea “home” thus enabling a range of operating 

scenarios including the field resident vehicle. 

Lee Wilson CEng, B.Eng (Hons) MIET is currently responsible for the 

overall Project and Technical management of the AIV. He has been with the Subsea 7 group 

since 2002, where he has worked on a variety of underwater vehicle and new technology 

developments including ROV control system and HMI design, survey and inspection 

applications, AUVs and intervention tooling. 

Dr. Chris Sotzing is the project and engineering manager for the AIV’s software systems. Chris 

received his PhD from Heriot-Watt University and worked on a number of multiple UK 

Ministry of Defence research projects. Since joining SeeByte in 2009, Chris has worked on 

multiple commercial projects and his areas of technical expertise are focused around 

autonomous underwater robotics, autonomous mission execution, multi-agent systems, and 

machine learning. 

 

Lee Wilson 
Engineering Manager 
Subsea 7 

Jim Mann 
Design and Development 
Manager 
Fugro Subsea 

Chris Sotzing 
SeeByte 



    12:00 

 Advances in Electric Underwater Vehicles 

For more than 30 years Electric ROVs have been the tool of choice for underwater inspection 

and observation activities. Advances in technology and market demands have resulted in a 

wide range electric vehicles taking on a greater range of subsea tasks. This presentation will 

provide an update on the current state of developments of electric vehicle and related 

technology, present a vision of the future for electric underwater vehicles and suggest a 

roadmap to get there.  

Matt Bates joined Saab Seaeye in 1993. He has a Degree in Engineering Systems and has 30 

years’ experience in underwater systems. He has been responsible for the development of a 

number of innovative ROV systems for commercial, scientific and defence industries and has 

a key responsibility for business development worldwide. 

 

 

12:30 

   Lunch 

 

  

 

Inspection Technology 

 

 13:45 

 The World Isn’t Flat – Operational Use Cases for Live 3D Data 

Real-time inspection coverage feedback, live in-scene perspective control, on-demand asset 

measurement, and spatial event logging. Access to live, 24/7, 3D data generation from video 

opens the door to significant cost savings for subsea operations at a time when smarter and 

more efficient is a requirement, not a luxury. This paper outlines a novel software application 

that uses conventional ROV camera technology and works within dynamic ROV operational 

thresholds to generate live, interactive 3D data at the point of inspection. 

Dr. Sam Bromley holds a PhD in Computing and Intelligent Systems Engineering. He serves as 

a Director of the Newfoundland Association of Technology Industries (NATI), and as Director 

and Treasurer of the OceansAdvance ocean technology innovation cluster. Sam is Co-founder 

and Managing Director of Whitecap Scientific Corporation, providers of the ROV3D Live 3D 

Underwater Video Inspection System. Prior to founding Whitecap Scientific, Sam played a key 

role in developing a number of subsea technologies, including PanGeo Subsea’s Acoustic 

Corer and SBI (Sub-bottom Imager) 3D sonar systems. 

 

 

Dr. Sam Bromley 
Managing Director 
Whitecap Scientific 
Corporation 

Matt Bates 
Sales Director 
Saab Seaeye Ltd 



 14:15 

Improved Operational Efficiency Through 3D Laser Scanning Techniques 

Underwater laser scanning is an emerging technology that is increasingly being used for 

integrity management. This innovative technology continues to provide accuracy, precision, 

and cost efficiency improvements for subsea survey, inspection, and engineering operations. 

The high density true-scale 3D point cloud data generated by underwater laser scanners 

equips engineers with the accuracy needed to comprehensively assess subsea assets, 

develop effective design and repair solutions, and make informed decisions in order to 

ensure continued safe offshore operation. In terms of efficiency, with laser systems the 

signal between transmitter and receiver is instantaneously received, avoiding signal lag 

issues commonly experienced with acoustic inspections.  

Scott Gray is the UK Operations Manager at Seatronics Ltd with 12 years’ experience, both 

onshore and offshore, in the survey industry. Scott has extensive knowledge of Inertial 

Navigation Systems, Acoustic Positioning and Multibeam survey. 

 

  14:45 

Task Facilitation Through Sonar Augmented Reality 

Sonar applications are following in the footsteps of video technology using augmented and 

computer-mediated reality. Augmented Reality uses input from multiple sources to overlay 

live data with additional information presented in a unified, focused representation of the 

environment. It gives the operator an easily understandable view of a large and detailed 

data set, which is often difficult to interpret unaided. 

Pauline Jepp is a Senior Software Engineer and has been with Tritech since 2010.She is the 

lead designer and programmer for the SeaTec software suite and has worked on the RAMS® 

project and other multibeam software solutions. Pauline has a PhD in Computer Science with 

a focus on Computer Graphics and Artificial   Intelligence. She uses her experience of 

analysing data spaces for features and agent movement characteristics to continually 

improve SeaTec's target identification and classification system. In her capacity, Pauline also 

works closely with customers on tailoring applications for their specific requirements. 

 

 

   15:15 

   Break 

 

 

 

   Operational Technology 

 

Dr Pauline Jepp 
Snr. Software 
Engineer 
Tritech 

Scott Gray 
Operations Manager 
Seatronics Ltd 



     15:30 

 Power Transmission 

The aim of this paper is to explore the challenges faced within the Subsea Vehicle market 

and to look at proven technology and solutions currently on the open market. In addition we 

can discover product development as a response to recent challenges from within the 

Industry. 

• Better Power/Weight Ratio 

• Higher Efficiency 

• Better Controllability 

     • Lower Cost 

             • Telematics/Health Check 

             • Working in Deeper Water 

Craig Grant is currently working as OEM Sales Manager in Scotland for Bosch Rexroth Ltd 

whom he has worked for in various roles over past 13 years. Having served his time as an 

apprentice with Anderson Strathclyde, Craig got into Hydraulics when he started working for 

Norson Power back in early nineties and has been involved with Hydraulics since then mainly 

in Mobile Plant applications. Outside of work Craig has the support of his Wife as well as the 

joy of watching his 3 sons go through various stages of Further Education and out into the 

big bad world. Amongst his hobbies are a love of Music, Travel & Cars as well as currently 

trying for his Velodrome licence…watch out Chris Hoy. 

 

 16:00 

SCARJet Safe, Simple, Robust 

SCARJet is the latest innovative addition to complement ESS’ existing suite of trenching 

technologies and offers a new and exciting alternative to the Offshore Renewables and Oil 

and Gas Sectors. The system incorporates an ESS developed innovative technology which is 

anticipated to double trench production over current market jet trenching systems. A class 

leading, trenching system for use with standard work class ROVs. Dual swords are powered 

by up to one megawatt of water power, supplied from the surface and can jet a trench up to 

3m deep and 600mm wide. 

Mike is the Founder and Managing Director of Ecosse Subsea Systems Limited. With years of 

experience in subsea operations, Mike Wilson brings a fresh and innovative approach to the 

challenges of working in this sector, being called upon for particularly technically challenging 

or commercially critical scopes of work. A graduate of RGIT, Mike worked for UDI, NOS, 

McDermott and CNS before starting Ecosse Subsea Systems. Completing projects for CNS, 

Alcatel, S-SAM, CNR, Conoco Phillips, Bibby, Shell, CRC Evans amongst others, Mike’s 

reputation as a knowledgeable, experienced consultant has also led him to provide Expert 

Witness services in a number of cases. Mike is an innovator who enjoys developing new 

products and services that addresses subsea challenges. 

 

16:30 

Close 

Mike Wilson 
Managing Director 
Ecosse Subsea Systems 

Craig Grant 
OEM Sales Manager – 
Scotland 
Bosch Rexroth Ltd 


